m about x = 0 on a small interval x ∈ (0, a) for some a > 0. And third, a high-order adaptive numerical algorithm is designed to compute the solution numerically to high precision. The solutions for the flow velocity u(x; k), the stress P xy (k), and the half-channel mass flow rate Q (k) are obtained in a wide range of the Knudsen number 0.003 ≤ k ≤ 100.0; and these solutions are accurate for at least twelve significant digits or better, thus they can be used as benchmark solutions.
Introduction
In small scale devices, such as microfluidics, gaseous flows may become highly nonequilibrium, hence it is required to solve kinetic equations (cf. reviews [1, 2] , monographs [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] , and relevant references therein) or even molecular dynamics (cf. [9] ). Kinetic equations evolve in phase space (x, ξ ), where ξ is the particle velocity, thus numerical solutions of kinetic equations are far more challenging and demanding than numerical solutions of hydrodynamic equations in physical space x. In addition, the collision term in the Boltzmann equation is an integral operator in a five-dimensional space, evaluation of which requires considerable computational effort. To mitigate the difficulty due to the complexity of the collision integral, one often considers the linearized Boltzmann equation or simpler model kinetic equations, such as the BhatnagarGross-Krook-Welander (BGKW) equation [10, 11] . However, the simplification of the collision term does not alleviate the challenging demand of computing the distribution function in phase space.
There are several canonical flows which have been studied for a long time, including Kramers' flow, Poiseuille flow, and Couette flow; and there has been a systematic and persistent effort to obtain accurate numerical solutions of the kinetic equations corresponding to these flows [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] . Accurate solutions of these canonical flows have been used as benchmarks to test numerical schemes for more general flows [22] [23] [24] [25] 28] .
For the aforementioned canonical flows, the linearized BGKW equation with the Maxwell diffusive boundary conditions [29, 4] leads to Fredholm integral equations of the second kind with weakly singular kernels, and it has been a continuous effort to obtain accurate numerical solutions of the integral equations for the canonical flows [22] [23] [24] [25] 28, [30] [31] [32] . However, it appears that some advanced modern techniques developed in the last few decades for solving integral equations with singularities at the endpoints have yet to be fully utilized in the community of rarefied gas dynamics (RGD). Indeed, accurately solving these integral equations requires at least two apparatuses: (a) high-order quadratures to evaluate the involved singular integrals and functions and (b) proper discretization schemes to capture the singularities of the solution at the endpoints. Currently, the popular approaches for solving these integral equations use the Meijer G-function to compute the singular kernels [25, 28] , apply smooth Gaussian quadrature to evaluate the singular integrals, and represent the solution with some global expansion of smooth functions or piecewise polynomials on equispaced subintervals. First, the use of Meijer G-function for the evaluation of the singular kernel function (e.g., the Abramowitz function in many cases) is very likely to suffer from catastrophic cancellation for large values of the argument, as observed previously [33] . Second, the direct application of a smooth Gaussian quadrature to evaluate the singular integrals either results in a very low accuracy or demands an excessively large number of nodes required for the quadrature. Third and finally, the representation of the solution by using globally smooth polynomial expansion or piecewise polynomials on uniform, equispaced subintervals makes it difficult to capture the singularities of the solution. Thus, the predominant methodologies currently employed in the RGD community fail to obtain high-precision benchmark solutions of these integral equations with a reasonable computational effort [33] .
The shortcomings of the aforementioned approaches are especially evident and apparent in the case of obtaining highprecision benchmark solutions of the linearized BGKW equation for canonical flows [22] [23] [24] [25] 28] . For example, Loyalka and Tompson [25] use the Nyström method with Gauss-Kronrod quadrature to solve the integral equation for Kramers' problem. They are only able to obtain the flow velocity with a precision of about 7 digits even though the largest quadrature order is 1312 and a precision of 60 digits is required for the arithmetic computation. More recently, Yap and Sader [28] use the same technique with Gauss-Legendre quadrature to study steady and oscillating Couette flows, and with a large linear system of size 12,800 2 = 163,840,000 and the arithmetics with 30 digits, they are only able to obtain the velocity between 5 and 8 significant digits for the Knudsen number k between 0.01 and 100.0, respectively. While requiring a significant computational effort in terms of both the multiple-precision arithmetics and large size of quadratures, these popular approaches [25, 28] can only attain a precision far less than the IEEE 64 bit double-precision.
Perhaps the most accurate result for the integral equation for the steady Couette flow to date is obtained by Li et al. [32] with the Chebyshev collocation method, in which the singular kernel function, i.e., the Abramowitz function, is approximated by its Chebyshev expansion [34] , as opposed to the use of the Meijer G-function in the previous works [25, 28] . By choosing a proper and accurate approximation for the singular kernel, the work of Li et al. [32] greatly improves the accuracy of the solution while significantly reduces the computational effort. However, the work of Li et al. [32] does not employ any advanced modern techniques for numerical solution of the integral equations with singularities at the endpoints, which is the task of the present work.
As mentioned previously, the Couette flow is one of the canonical flows which play an important role for understanding the transport phenomena in gaseous flows in micro-scales (cf., e.g., [6, 9] and references therein). In particular, the Knudsen layer formed at a solid boundary is of great interest. In this paper, we will study the integral equation which is derived from the linearized BGKW equation for the steady Couette flow [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] :
where the parameter k is the Knudsen number and J n is the n-th order Abramowitz function defined by
It is easy to show that the kernel function J −1 (|x|) has both absolute value and logarithmic singularities at x = 0, that is,
where φ −1 , g −1 , and h −1 are functions admitting a power series representation about x = 0. Then, by its definition (1b), the function f (x) on the right-hand side of (1a) is logarithmically singular at both endpoints x = ±1/2.
In what follows, we will first analyze in detail the singularities of the solution of (1a) at the endpoints. We will show that, when the left endpoint x = −1/2 is shifted to the origin, the solution of (1a) contains singular terms (x ln x) n for n ∈ N := {1, 2, . . .}. We would like to point out that while the leading order singularity x ln x in the solution u(x) of (1a) has been observed previously [1, 35] , higher-order singular terms (i.e., (x ln x) n for n > 1) do not seem to have been revealed in the literature. We then apply a high-order adaptive collocation method to solve (1a) numerically. Our numerical method has the following features. First, in order to capture the singularities of the solution and the right-hand-side function f (x), the collocation points are chosen adaptively with finer and finer mesh spacing toward the endpoints. Second, in order to evaluate the involved integrals accurately, a high-order generalized Gaussian quadrature is applied to compute weakly singular integrals and an automatic adaptive Gaussian quadrature is used to compute nearly singular or smooth integrals to high precision. This way, we are able to provide 12-digit benchmark solutions with a rather modest computational cost, which is considerably less than what is required in the previous works [25, 28, 32] . The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 contains some analytic properties of the Abramowitz function and some integral formulas involving logarithmic and monomials, which will be used our theoretical analysis. Section 3 summarizes our main theoretical results, which fully reveal the mathematical properties of the solution u(x). Section 4 describes the numerical method used to solve (1a). Section 5 presents the numerical results for the flow velocity u(x; k), the stress P xy (k), and the half-channel mass flow rate Q (k) with a wide range of Knudsen number 0.003 ≤ k ≤ 100.0, all of which are accurate for at least twelve significant digits. Finally, Section 6 concludes this paper. Appendix A provides the quadrature weights and abscissas which are used in our calculations, so that our results can be reproduced.
Mathematical preliminaries
For the sake of completeness and convenience, we collect in this section some known analytic properties of the Abramowitz function J n and list some formulas for certain definite and indefinite integrals involving logarithmic and monomials, which will be used in the proofs of Theorems 1 and 2, and Corollary 2 in Sec. 3.
The Abramowitz function J n satisfies the following differential and recursive relationships [36, 37] :
Also, J n can be written in the following form:
where f n , g n , and h n are all power series of x 2 about x = 0 with h n (0) = 0. The above formula and its asymptotic expansions in both small and large x are used to evaluate of J n (x) [37] . In particular, we have:
with a 0 = a 1 = 0, a 2 = 1, and
The following definite and indefinite integrals involving logarithmic and monomials will be used in the proofs of Corollary 1.
, and ζ j are all constant coefficients. 
Proof of identities (8)-(10
To prove (9), we expand
pull out x i from the integration in (9) , and note that the following integral is finite:
To prove (10a), we expand the integral as follows:
Using (8a), we have
where C is a constant. Substitution (13) into (12) leads to (10a).
To prove (10b), we write ln(x − y) = ln x + ln(1 − y/x) and make the change of variable z = y/x, then
thus (10b) follows, since each definite integral on the right side of (14) is finite. To prove (10c), denote the integral on the left hand side of (10c) by I n,m , then the following recurrence relationship can be easily shown by integration by parts:
Thus, the evaluation of I n,m boils down to that of I 0,m and I n,0 . The integral I n,0 can be easily obtained by application of (15) n times with m = 0. To evaluate I 0,m , we first use the following identity with y ≥ x:
substitution of the above identity into (10c) with n = 0 leads to:
The integrals on the right hand side of (16) can be computed by using (8a), (8b), and (8c), and the special case of (10c)
with n = 0 is proved by noting that the end result consists of the sum of two terms: The first term is a product of x and a (m + 1)-th order polynomial of ln x, and the second one is a convergent power series of x (about x = 0) for 0 < x ≤ a − < a for ∈ (0, a). Finally, the combination of (10b) and (10c) leads to (10d). 2
The following corollary is an immediate consequence of (10d) and will be used in the proof of Theorem 2 in Sec. 3.
Corollary 1. Suppose that the functions K (x) and f (x) all admit a power series representation about
where n > 0, and the functions r(x), s(x), p m (x), and q(x) all admit a power series representation (about
Proof. Identity (17a) follows from (10d) by setting m = 0 and (17b) follows from (10d) directly. 2
Main theoretical results
We rewrite (1a) in the following standard form
where f is defined in (1b), I is the identify operator, and the operator K :
with
In particular (cf. Ch. 2 in [39] ),
Our main theoretical results concerning the integral equation (1a), or equivalently (18) , are summarized in Theorems 1 and 2 and Corollary 2. Theorem 1 proves the existence and uniqueness of the solution. Theorem 2 and Corollary 2 reveal the exact nature of the singularities of the solution at the endpoints.
The integral operator (I − K) is invertible and its bounded inverse is given by the Neumann series (I
− K) −1 = ∞ n=0 K n ;
The integral equation (I − K)u = f has a unique solution for any f ∈ L p (I).
Proof. It can be seen from (3) that J −1 (|x − y|/k) is only singular at x = y with the logarithmic singularity at the worst (the absolute value singularity is weaker). So the kernel of K, defined by (19) , is a continuous kernel of order 0 and thus
We now compute K ∞ explicitly as follows:
where the first inequality follows from the convexity of J 0 and the last inequality follows from the monotonicity of J 0 and the property (5) of J n in Sec. 2.
Since the kernel of the operator K is symmetric, K 1 = K ∞ . And the result for general p ∈ (1, ∞) follows from generalized Young's inequality (cf. [40, p. 9] ). It then follows naturally that (I − K) is invertible and its inverse is represented by a convergent Neumann series (cf. [41, Ch. 2] ). Hence, the integral equation (18) has a unique solution for any f ∈ L p (I)
The next theorem concerns the singularities of the solution of (1a) at the endpoints x = ±1/2. The singularities of the solution at both endpoints are identical due to the symmetry of the flow, thus we only need to study the singularity at one endpoint, say, at x = −1/2. We first make a simple change of variable to move
We will still use K to denote the integral operator on the left-hand side and f to denote the inhomogeneous term on the right-hand side of (23).
, and
Then for k > 0 and 0 < x < a n , 
Proof. From Theorem 1, the solution u(x) can be written in terms of a convergent Neumann series:
thus (25) is a simple consequence of (24) and the fact that
We now show by induction that (24) is true. The first term in the Neumann series is simply the right hand side function f , i.e.,
and by (5) it is of the form (24) is true for n = 0. Assume now that
We will show that F n (x) is of the form (24) for 0 < x < a n .
By definition,
We now split the above integral into two parts:
First, the kernel K (x, y) is real analytic for x ∈ [0, a n ] and y ∈ [a n−1 , 1/k] since the two intervals are disjoint due to the fact a n < a n−1 . Thus 2 (x) admits a power series (about x = 0) on [0, a n ].
where K i , i = 1, 2, 3, are functions which admit a power series representation about x = 0. We can split 1 (x) further into three parts
. (27) It follows from the induction assumption on F n−1 and (9) that L 1 (x) has a power series representation (about x = 0) on [0, a n ]. And by (10a), the most singular term in
n . Also, by (17a), (17b) and the induction assumption, (24) is proved by combining the above results. 2 Remark 1. F n (x) has logarithmic singularity at both endpoints. Thus (24) does not hold on the entire interval [0, 1/k] . This is the reason why we need to use a smaller interval [0, a n ] for each F n . 
Proof. From the properties of J n given in Section 2, we have
Then by its definition (1b), the function f in the right hand side of (18) has the x ln x term with the coefficient −1/(2k √
π)
and has no higher order singular terms (x ln x) m for m > 1. From the properties of J −1 , it can seen that the most singular term in the kernel
By (10d), it can be shown that the only contribution for (x ln x) m by [Ku](x) is due to the term
By matching the singular terms (x ln x) m on both sides of (18), for m = 1, and since c 0 = u(0), we obtain
For m > 1, we have
Rearranging (31) and (32), we obtain (28). 2
With the theorems and corollary stated above, the mathematical nature of the integral equation (1a) and its solution are completely understood.
Remark 2. Several earlier publications on the Couette flow [42, 13, 43] mention a work by Willis [44] on the existence and uniqueness of the solution of the linearized BGKW equation. Since it exists only in the form of thesis [44] , a brief summary and discussion of this work by Willis is provided below for the sake of readers.
For the steady Couette flow, the perturbation distribution function φ(ξ x , x) for the linearized BGKW equation satisfies the following equation: (33) where ξ x is the particle velocity along x axis, with the boundary conditions:
Integrating (33) with the boundary conditions (34) leads to:
where
Willis proposed the following iterative scheme to solve (35) : setting u = u n−1 (x ) in the righthand side of (35) to obtain φ ± n (x), and showed it to be convergent because:
Because the sequence {φ n } converges, thus one can prove the existence and uniqueness of the solution φ of (35), or equivalently (33), obtained by the iterative scheme [44] . Clearly, there is a connection between the convergence of Willis' iterative scheme for the solution of (35) and the convergence of the Neumann series for the solution of (1a) given by Theorem 1. However, the present work reveals the nature of the singularities which has never been seen previously. With his iterative scheme [44] , Willis only showed the first-order singularity |x ∓ 1/2| ln |x ∓ 1/2| in u(x; k) at the walls x = ±1/2.
Numerical algorithm
In what follows, we will describe the numerical algorithm to solve (1a), which is characterized by two key features. First, the kernel J −1 (|x − y|/k) has both logarithmic and absolute value singularities when x = y, as stated in (3). And second, both the right-hand side of (1a), f (x), and the solution u(x) are singular at the endpoints x = ±1/2. To be more precise, if we shift the left endpoint x = −1/2 to the origin, then the right hand side f (x) is of the form φ(x) + g(x)x ln x with the functions φ and g which admit a power series representation about x = 0, and the singularities of the solution u(x) are described in detail by (25) .
To solve (1a), we will employ some advanced modern techniques for solving integral equations with singular kernel and corner singularities. Since our problem is one-dimensional, it is relatively small in size and the computational speed is not a major concern. To obtain accurate solutions of benchmark quality for the problem, we employ a collocation method in which the collocation points are chosen adaptively with finer and finer mesh spacing toward the endpoints in order to capture the singularity of the solution at the endpoints. The underlying integrals are then computed via either high order generalized Gaussian quadratures for singular functions (cf. e.g., [45] [46] [47] ) or an adaptive Gaussian quadrature routine with high precision. We would like to remark here that there have been some recent works on efficient and accurate treatment on corner singularities based on the Nyström method (cf. e.g., [48, 49] and references therein), albeit with a slightly lower accuracy.
In the ensuing discussion, the interval [−1/2, 1/2] is mapped to [0, 1] := I . The interval I is divided into N m + 2 equispaced subintervals, and then each end subinterval is refined dyadically into N e smaller and smaller subintervals -the closer to an endpoint, the smaller the subinterval. Altogether, the total number of intervals is N s = N m + 2N e . For the p-th order method, the solution is approximated by a polynomial of degree (p − 1) on each subinterval I i , and the collocation points on I i are shifted and scaled Legendre nodes from [−1, 1] to I i . Thus, the total number of collocation points N is p × N s .
The discretization of (1a) leads to the following linear system to be solved: 
where T is the p × p Gauss-Legendre transform matrix which converts the function values at the collocation points to the Legendre expansion coefficients. Note that T only needs to be computed once a priori and stored if necessary. Also, the integrals here are relatively easy to compute numerically because {x i,m } / ∈ I j , that is, the collocation points {x i,m } ∈ I i are outside the integration interval I j . The diagonal blocks of A can be computed similarly, though the involved integrals are harder to compute numerically since the integrand is weakly singular, i.e., the integrand has a logarithmic singularity within the interval of integration. In order to reduce the computational cost, we apply generalized Gaussian quadratures to compute diagonal blocks. The procedure is as follows. For each Legendre abscissa x m , m = 1, 2, · · · , p, on the standard interval [0, 1], we apply generalized Gaussian quadrature algorithm to find a set of quadrature abscissas {y n } and the corresponding weights {w n } such that the function f can be approximated by the quadrature with a prescribed precision:
where ψ i , i = 1, 2, 3, are polynomials of degree less than, say, 3p. Then the following integral can also be approximated by the quadrature:
where w n and ỹ n are scaled weights and (shifted) abscissas, respectively, and u(ỹ n ) can be obtained via Legendre interpolation from {x j,m } to {ỹ n }. The weights and abscissas of the generalized Gaussian quadrature to evaluate the singular integrals in (37a) are listed in the appendix section so that our results can be easily reproduced.
Numerical results
This section presents the evidence to illustrate the performance of the algorithm and provides some benchmark solutions for a wide range of Knudsen number 0.003 ≤ k ≤ 100.0. As in Section 4, the interval is shifted to [0, 1] from [−1/2, 1/2]. We will also use the notation u(x; k) instead of u(x) (and similarly for f (x; k)) throughout this section so that the dependence on k is explicitly seen.
We implement the algorithm outlined in the preceding section in Fortran. We used the gfortran compiler (version 4.8.1) with quadruple precision arithmetic on a 64 bit Linux workstation with a 2.93 GHz Intel Xeon ® CPU which has six cores and 12 MB of cache. We have also used OpenMP to parallelize the computation for constructing the matrix as well as matrix-vector products in GMRES. The linear system is then solved using GMRES which restarts when the number of iteration reaches 100 and terminates when the relative residual falls below 10 −24 .
In general, the condition number of the linear system increases as k decreases. With k = 0.003, the linear system is rather ill-conditioned and it takes about 430 iterations for GMRES to converge. We use Linux system command time to measure the elapsed time which includes the time for constructing the matrix and for solving the linear system using GMRES. The elapsed time for the entire calculation is about 62.8 s and this is the longest time among the cases studied in this work. With k = 10.0, the linear system is well conditioned and it only takes 10 iterations for GMRES to converge. The elapsed time is only about 23.9 s.
Endpoint singularities
To obtain accurate solution for u(x; k), we must first accurately compute the right-hand side of (1a), f (x; k), which is singular at the endpoints. The properties of f (x; k) in fact determine that of the solution u(x; k). The Knudsen layers at channel walls are generated by the singularities of f (x; k). It can be shown that near the left endpoint x = 0, the leading-order asymptotic behavior of the inhomogeneous term in the right-hand side of the integral equation (1a), f , is
where it is assumed that 1 k
x. The leading-order singular term of f (x; k) is (x/k) ln(x/k) for a fixed k.
As shown in Fig. 1 , qualitatively, the velocity u(x; k) appears to be very close to a straight line, which is the solution of the Navier-Stokes equation, and especially so in the vicinity of channel center and for very small and large k. Although it is not clearly shown in the figure, it can be proved that the velocity derivative du(x; k)/dx → ∞ as x approaches to the endpoints, i.e., the velocity profile u(x; k), with k fixed, is tangent to the channel walls at the endpoints, similar to the behavior of f (x) at the end point x = 1 shown in the left panel of Fig. 1 (also, cf. Fig. 3 in [32] and related discussion therein).
The accuracy of the solution of (1a) critically depends on the resolution of the endpoint singularities. To demonstrate that our algorithm can effectively capture the leading-order singularities (x ln x) m , m ≥ 1, near the shifted endpoint x = 0, we compute the solution u(x; k) in a very small interval (0, a), a ≈ 1.5 · 10 −7 , and then fit the solution of u(x; k) − u(0; k) with the following formula:
The 1.749711, respectively. It can be seen that the leading order singular term x ln x is accurately captured numerically -the numerical value of c 1 agrees with its analytic value for eight significant digits. This accuracy is maintained for all values of the Knudsen number k used in this work.
Convergence
To demonstrate the effectiveness of our solution method, we compute the L 2 error for the velocity u(x; k)
where the reference solution u * (x; k) is obtained with N = 2000 for k = 0.03 and N = 1600 for other values of k, i.e., k = 0.1, 1.0, and 10.0, and the integrals are computed by using the Gauss-Legendre quadrature described in Sec. 4. We use p = 10 in our calculations unless otherwise stated, i.e., the solution is approximated by a polynomial of degree (p − 1) on each subinterval I i (cf. Sec. 4 for the details). Fig. 3 shows the L 2 error E for the velocity u(x; k) with a few values of the Knudsen number k. In all cases shown in Fig. 3 , the rate of convergence is about 10, thus the theoretical order of accuracy has been achieved in all calculations.
Benchmark solutions
We now provide the numerical results. In addition to the velocity u(x; k), we also provide the velocity derivative at the channel center,
The values of the flow velocity at the wall, u(x = 1; k), and the velocity derivative at the channel center, u (x = 1/2; k), allow us to define the microscopic slip velocity and the macroscopic slip velocity [6, 32] , respectively. Table 1 provides the data of u(x; k) in the upper half channel at y = 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9, and 1.0, and Table 2 provides the data for velocity at the boundary, u(x = 1; k) and u (x = 1/2; k); the values of u(x = 1, k) are taken from Table 1 with N = 1600. Apparently, the solution of u(x; k) converges as the total number of collocation points N increases. It can be seen that the results of u(x; k) are precise to at least twelve significant digits independent of the values of x and k. We note that the present results agree with the ones Table 2 The dependence of the velocity at boundary x = 1, u(1; k), and the velocity derivative at the channel center Table 3 The dependence of the stress P xy and the half-channel mass flow rate Q on the Knudsen number k. obtained previously with a different approach [32] . However the present approach requires far less computational effort than the previous one [32] due to the computational efficiency of the high-order adaptive collocation method.
We also compute the stress P xy (k) and the half-channel mass flow rate Q (k):
It can be shown that 0
The results of both P xy (k) and Q (k)
are given in Table 3 . Since Q (k) is integrated from u(x; k), its precision should be comparable to that of u(x; k) or better. However, the evaluation of P xy (k) involves both the singularities of J 0 (x) at x = 0 and u(x; k) at x = 1/2, thus the evaluation of P xy has a more stringent requirement for quadrature than the that of Q .
Conclusions
In this paper we have studied in detail the integral equation derived from the linearized BGKW equation with the Maxwell diffusive boundary condition for the steady Couette flow. We have proved the existence and uniqueness for the solution of the integral equation. We have shown that the solution of the velocity u near an endpoint can be represented by a convergent double power series (about x = 0) in terms of x m (ln x) n , where x is the distance to the endpoint, and determined the coefficients of the leading order singular terms (x ln x) n through a recurrence relation, for n ≥ 1.
We have also developed a high-order numerical algorithm to obtain accurate solution of the integral equation in a wide range of the Knudsen number 0.003 ≤ k ≤ 100.0. The results include the flow velocity u(x; k), the stress P xy (k), and the half-channel mass flow rate Q (k), all of which are accurate for at least twelve significant digits. To the best of our knowledge, our results presented in this work are more accurate than any existing data in literature and can be used as benchmark data. Our algorithm is highly efficient. The order of accuracy is 10; and in the worst case of k = 0.003, the elapsed time for the entire calculation is only about a minute on a computer with six cores. Our understanding of the endpoint singularity of u(x; k) can serve as a guide for modeling and simulation of nonequilibrium low-speed flows in which the Knudsen layer plays the crucial role [32] . Clearly, in the context of linearized Boltzmann equation, the Knudsen layer is a phenomenon due to the endpoint singularities in u(x; k). In other words, one cannot accurately capture the Knudsen layer without resolving the endpoint singularities [32] . Thus one cannot hope to capture the Knudsen layer or its manifestation a priori by using the lattice Boltzmann equation [50] [51] [52] [53] or similar schemes, which is a special case of the linearized BGKW equation in the diffusive limit [54] and is incapable to capture any Knudsen-number effects beyond the Navier-Stokes equations [55] [56] [57] .
The analysis and the numerical algorithm used here can be easily extended to analyze and solve the integral equations for Kramers' problem and Poiseuille flow. These problems are currently under investigation, and the results will be reported in the future. when discretizing (1a). We list only the nodes and weight for n = 1, . . . , 5, since the nodes and weights for n = 6, . . . , 10, can be obtained by symmetry.
